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SUMMARY

Data-adaptive polarization filtering is used to improve the detection of converted

seismic phases. Both direct waves and mode-converted PS and SP arrivals may be more

easily picked on the filtered records. An autopicking routine is applied that cuts the

polarization filtered traces according to the modelled traveltime of each phase through an

initial structure. Use of forward-modelled, source–receiver times reduces the likelihood

of an automatic pick being incorrectly made on spurious spikes in the polarization

filtered trace. It is therefore a realistic way of automatically picking multiphase data

sets or, more generally, linearly polarized phases where low signal-to-noise ratios may be

encountered. The method is suitable for any three-component seismic data and is here

applied to local earthquakes recorded in North Island, New Zealand. Intermediate

energy is observed between the direct P and S arrivals due to phase conversion at the

interface between the Indo-Australian and subducting Pacific plates. The amplitudes of

these converted arrivals are often too low for them to be identified above the P-wave

coda but polarization filtering of the records enables the yield of converted phase picks

to be greatly increased.
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1 INTRODUCT ION

Regions of the Earth characterized by major structural dis-

continuities lend themselves to investigation using converted

seismic phases. The traveltime of the converted arrival places a

constraint on the depth of the converting interface and hence

improves the modelled seismic velocity structure. Converted

phases have been successfully used to model discontinuities

within the earth on a variety of scales from mantle discon-

tinuities (Shearer 1995; Thirot et al. 1998) and deep subducted

slabs (Nakamura et al. 1998; Helffrich & Stein 1993) to shallower

features in both continental and oceanic lithosphere (Jones &

Phinney 1998; Hasegawa et al. 1994; Stephens et al. 1990).

In order to use the information inherent in converted

arrivals, it has previously been necessary to pick large data sets

by hand, a time-consuming process, before applying a tomo-

graphic inversion routine. Moreover, the amplitude of a con-

verted phase is often less than that of the P-wave coda, making

it difficult to see on the seismogram. This work aims to improve

picking speed and converted phase yield, and is particularly

suited to data sets used for multiphase tomography.

1.1 Tectonic background and motivation

In southern North Island, New Zealand, at the boundary

between the Australian and subducting Pacific plate [see the

companion paper, Reading et al. (2001), for a full summary of

the tectonic setting] intermediate phases occurring between the

direct P and S arrivals have been observed for several decades

(Eberhart-Phillips & Reyners 1999; Ansell & Bannister 1996;

Richardson 1989; Bannister 1988; Kayal 1986; Calhaem et al.

1977; Adams & Ferris 1976; Smith 1970). They occur for

earthquakes located at depths below the top of the subducted

slab and have arrival times consistent with phase conversion

at the interface between the top of the slab and the overlying

plate (Reading 1996). The ray geometry is shown in Fig. 1.

Earthquakes with a thrust-fault focal mechanism, which might

help define the location of the plate interface, are rare (Ansell &

Bannister 1996) and the interface is approximated by the upper
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envelope of the diffuse Wadati–Benioff zone of seismicity.

The depth of the upper surface of the slab could be directly

investigated using the traveltimes of converted arrivals if they

were identified above the P-wave coda in sufficient numbers.

1.2 Polarization filtering

Polarization analysis may be applied to three-component data

to improve phase identification significantly and to facilitate the

use of automatic detection algorithms. Consider the problem

of a converted-mode wave and the scattered arrivals of the

P-wave coda arriving nearly simultaneously at a recording

station. If the frequency content of the converted-mode wave is

different then it may be separated by using a frequency-domain

approach (Park et al. 1987). If it is necessary to separate waves

of similar frequency content arriving close together (for example,

multiple conversions at successive crustal discontinuities) then

the time-domain method of Bataille & Chui (1991) is more

appropriate. If the scattered waves have a broad frequency

content then a method based on data variance distribution may

be used (Roberts & Christoffersson 1991; Ruud & Husebye

1992). Alternatively (as used here) data-adaptive filters may be

constructed on the basis that the noise is less polarized than the

signal of interest (Samson & Olson 1981). Other methods, e.g.

Wagner & Owens (1996) and references therein, may be more

suitable if array processing methods are to be applied.

1.3 Automatic picking

Automated phase detection and traveltime picking for P waves

has been carried out for some time (e.g. Allen 1978). In

principle, many such algorithms should also pick S waves, but

as they arrive (for local earthquakes) during the P-wave coda,

the success rate is lower. Conventional means of automatic

picking have such a poor success rate of picking converted

arrivals that this is seldom even attempted. Problems in

automatically picking later phases, often in the presence of

other energy from the same source, are common to both

teleseismic and local recordings. A review of the methods used

to detect teleseismic phases is given by Withers et al. (1998).

Time-domain approaches based on short-term average verses

long-term average are widespread (Ruud & Husebye 1992;

Allen 1982; Earle & Shearer 1994; Patane & Ferrari 1999) but it

is also possible to use frequency-domain techniques (Gledhill

1985), particle motion considerations (Klumpen & Joswig

1993; Fedorenko & Husebye 1999), fractal-based algorithms

(Boschetti et al. 1996) and neural networks (Dai & MacBeth

1995; Zhao & Takano 1999). Cepstral techniques, which

have been used to identify depth phases in the P-wave coda

(Woodgold 1999), are not appropriate for converted phases on

local records since the method requires a coda several times

longer than the differential time between direct and reflected

(or converted) wave. The work in this paper uses polarization

filtering followed by a time-domain picking method to improve

the automatic detection of direct and, most importantly,

converted phase arrivals.

2 DATA

Records from the Leeds Tararua (LT) broad-band, three-

component array (Stuart et al. 1995) augmented by temporary

short-period, three-component instruments (Reading 1996) and

three-component stations from the New Zealand national

network are used to sample the subducted slab across the width

of southern North Island, New Zealand (Fig. 2). The stations

are used independently, rather than as units of an array.

During the period of data acquisition (4 February–10 April

1992), 301 earthquakes occurred within the 150r150 km region

defining a box (shown in Fig. 2) oriented with sides parallel

to the dip of the subducted slab as determined by Robinson

(1986). 10–15 station records from the whole 301-event data

set show intermediate phases of comparable amplitude to the

direct phases (Fig. 3), which have been interpreted as clear

converted phases. On records from about 60 events, there is

an indication of intermediate energy on two or more stations

(ruling out the possibility of a shallow conversion near the

receiver) but it is more difficult to assign arrival times to the

phases.

Figure 1. Converted phase ray geometry for an earthquake occurring

in the subducted Pacific plate underneath southern North Island, New

Zealand.

Figure 2. Map of the study area (boxed) in southern North Island,

New Zealand, and seismic stations used.
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3 METHODS

3.1 Manual picking procedure

Direct and converted arrivals were first picked manually after

the application of a 1 Hz high-pass filter to the data (SAC

1992) and arrival times written to an ASCII file. Even for

this relatively small data set, over 10 000 traces were closely

examined. Particular interest was paid to intermediate phases,

thus increasing the time taken to pick the data set. From these

observed traveltime values, Tobs, traveltime residuals, Tres, were

calculated with respect to an initial 2-D model structure based

on that of Robinson (1986) such that

Tres ¼ Tobs ÿ Tmod : (1)

This gave a carefully analysed data set for comparison with

later polarization-filtered and automatically picked records.

Some converted arrivals could be picked manually from the

high-pass-filtered data but many more remained that could just

be seen, although they could not be picked, and it was likely

that still more existed that were totally swamped by the P coda

and could not be seen at all. The following methods were

applied with the aim of picking more, and more accurate,

converted phase arrival times.

Figure 3. Exceptional examples of converted-mode energy arriving between the direct P and S phases. (a) SPwave recorded at station LTN6 from an

earthquake at 1992:02:18, 10:48:25.5. It is clearly seen on the vertical (z) component at just after 37 s (from the start of the file). (b) PSwave recorded at

station LE3 from an earthquake at 1992:02:09, 12:40:35.87. It is clearly seen on the horizontal (e and n) components at just after 11 s (from the start of

the file). Converted phase arrivals are rarely this clear.
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3.2 Polarization filtering

The polarization filter was designed, following Samson &Olson

(1981), using the degree of polarization of the input. Let FN

denote the discrete Fourier transform on N points,

Xk ¼ FN xð Þ½ �k¼
X

Nÿ1

l¼0

xl e
ÿ2nikl=N , (2)

and F
x1
N the inverse discrete Fourier transform,

xl ¼ F
ÿ1
N Xð Þ

� �

l
¼

1

N

X

Nÿ1

k¼0

Xk e
2nikl=N : (3)

The input data were windowed to produce segments (0.2 s long

in this case) of N samples. Each segment was transformed to

give Z(k, l), where k countsx1 is frequency and l counts is the

time of the centre of the window.

The 3r3 spectral matrix, S, was formed from the three

components of Z:

Sijðk, lÞ ¼ Ziðk, lÞZjðk, lÞ : (4)

A high degree of linear polarization in the window is indicated

by a single, dominant eigenvalue lmax, such that the quantity

Pðk, lÞ ¼
jmax

j1 þ j2 þ j3
ƒ1 (5)

is equal to unity for perfectly linearly polarized signals. All

eigenvalues are non-negative (Samson 1973). P(k, l) raised to

an appropriate power g (typically between 4 and 6) defines the

filter in the frequency domain for the time window l.

Filtering is accomplished by multiplication in the frequency

domain and inverse transformation to give output yl:

yl ¼ F
ÿ1
N Zðk, lÞPgðk, lÞ½ � : (6)

The filtered trace is computed by sliding the window through

the entire seismogram.

3.3 Automatic picking procedure

Fig. 4 shows the stages in the autopicking process. Three-

component records were high-pass filtered, then the data-

adaptive polarization filtering algorithm was applied. Examples

of high-pass filtered and polarization-filtered traces are shown

in Figs 5(a) and (b). Although the polarization-filtered trace is

quite acceptable for manual picking, an automatic algorithm

will pick very small excursions from the zero level. A low level

of synthetic background noise was added to the polarization-

filtered data to minimize mispicks against the near-zero back-

ground level on the polarization-filtered traces (Fig. 5c). In

this case, a 10 Hz sine wave at approximately one-tenth of

the amplitude of the smallest signal of interest was added,

successfully preventing many mispicks. An alternative for some

autopicking algorithms would be to assign a threshold value

below which picks are discarded. The standard SAC auto-

picking algorithm, apk (SAC 1992), compares functions based

on long- and short-term averages, so a fixed threshold approach

is not used here.

The autopicker was applied to small sections (length 4 s)

of data cut from each individual trace. The cut times were

determined from the P- and S-wave traveltimes between source/

receiver pairs calculated from the 2-D seismic velocity model of

the area. These traveltimes were already determined in order to

calculate the residual traveltimes for subsequent inversion. The

automatic picking of arrival times might thus be viewed as part

of the first stage of the tomography.

Polarization filtering highlights changes in the degree of

polarization along the trace. The data generally showed sharp

breaks corresponding to the arrival of the incoming phases.

This allowed automatic picking of later-arriving phases using

simple short-term average/long-term average procedures.Many

of the difficulties traditionally associated with automatic pick-

ing algorithms, especially when applied to later or emergent

phases, were thus removed and approximately 3–4 times as

many converted phases can be seen in the polarization-filtered

traces compared with the unfiltered traces. It is also possible

to automate the picking of converted phases. Picking SP and

PS phases from the polarization-filtered data requires non-

standard parameters (Allen 1978) of the SAC apk function

(SAC 1992). These parameters allow for shorter events and

less pronounced amplitude changes than the default function

and are therefore suited to intermediate phases. The addition

of a low level of ‘noise’ to the polarization-filtered trace

remains essential to minimize mispicks of very small-amplitude

excursions. Cutting a section of the trace containing only the

converted phase of interest is difficult since they often occur

close to the direct P and S phases. If the direct phases are picked

first, the section of seismogram supplied to the autopicker

Figure 4. Flow diagram showing the stages in polarization filtering

and picking from the filtered traces.
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should be based on the correct P-arrival pick. Thus the trace

examined for converted-mode energy will not include the onset

of the direct arrival. Analyst review of direct and converted

autopicks remains important, but, if the autopicking algorithm

operates with a high degree of success, significant time is

saved over a totally manual procedure. The few spurious auto-

matic picks were deleted and manually re-picked using the

polarization-filtered traces. The key to effective automatic

picking thus lies in the combination of polarization filtering

and careful cutting of the data. It is rare that the autopicker

is triggered by noise since the window around the arrival of the

P or S phase is only a few seconds long and the impulsive

nature of the polarization-filtered arrivals gives a good chance

of a correct pick.

Figure 5. Traces showing the addition of a low level of synthetic noise to minimize mispicks against the near-zero level of the polarization-filtered

trace. The records show a P arrival and coda after the application of (a) a high-pass filter, (b) a polarization filter and (c) synthetic noise. Without

adding noise, the small excursion just before 43 s (from the start of the file) would be picked by the autopicker.

Figure 6. An example of successful converted phase detection following polarization filtering. (a) Original data (east, north, vertical components).

(b) Polarization-filtered data (east, north, vertical). The converted arrival at 36 s (from the start of the file) is hard to discern on the original record but

obvious after polarization filtering and the traveltime may be more exactly picked.
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4 RESULTS

4.1 Automatic picking and converted phase yield

98 per cent of the P arrivals and 95 per cent of S arrivals

that were picked manually from high-pass-filtered records were

successfully picked automatically after polarization filtering.

Many more intermediate arrivals can be seen on the polarization

filtered data in comparison with those on the manually picked

traces. Without polarization filtering they number 455 SP and

83 PS phases; with filtering, this count improves to 528 SP and

482 PS phases. PS waves, arriving just prior to S waves, are the

hardest to pick manually and gave a vastly improved yield after

polarization filtering. The energy in the SP or PS converted

arrivals is more linearly polarized than the predominantly

scattered energy in the P-wave coda; they are therefore much

easier to identify and pick than on the original high-pass-filtered

plots. Fig. 6 is an example of an intermediate phase shown on

the original and polarization-filtered records for comparison.

It is a clear example of an SP arrival that would have been

difficult to pick without first applying a polarization filter.

The automatic picking routine fails when there is some other

polarized energy in the cut section passed to the autopicker and

the pick is made wrongly on this extra phase. Such energy is

likely to be scattered or diffracted between source and receiver.

This is the main cause of mispicks and hence it is not instructive

to establish a reliability measure in the form of signal-to-noise

ratio or the degree of polarization.

The full set of traveltime residuals, tobsxtmod (the difference

between observed traveltimes and the traveltime calculated

from the initial input model), is shown in Fig. 7. They are

shown for both the hand-picked data set and that prepared by

polarization filtering and autopicking. The spread of the SP

residual distribution is narrower in Fig. 7(b), showing that the

converted phase picks are more accurate as well as larger in

number. All picks are included in these plots, although the few

with large residuals (due to book-keeping errors, usually a mis-

match between an LE array record and an LT array archived

event) would not carry through to any subsequent analysis. A

component of the slight negative skew in the S-wave plots may

be due to a few picks being made early when PS arrivals were

misidentified as S arrivals. Anisotropy is also a source of scatter

Figure 7. Histograms of traveltime residuals of data picked (a) manually from high-pass-filtered records and (b) from the same data set by

polarization filtering and automatic picking. The polarization filtering vastly improves both the yield and accuracy of the SP and PS picks.
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in the S-wave plots; in the shallow region between the sources

and receivers in this study the effects are largely unsystematic

(Gledhill & Stuart 1996).

5 D I SCUSS ION

5.1 Application and development of methods

The value of polarization filtering in the detection of seismic

phase arrivals reported by Fedorenko & Husebye (1999) is

confirmed by this study. In addition, this paper highlights

the improvements that may be made in the yield of mode-

converted phases. This approach to automatic picking is

particularly useful in tomographic studies where approximate

theoretical arrival times are known; see e.g. the companion

paper (Reading et al. 2001). Subduction zones under land areas

(e.g. New Zealand, Japan, Andean South America) are suit-

able targets where the interface between the plates constitutes

a discontinuity likely to give rise to converted phases. Recent

developments in ocean bottom seismometer technology enable

high-quality three-component records to be obtained over active

tectonic areas. Such data sets also promise high converted

phase yields. Thus, the topography of subducting slabs could

also bemapped directly under ocean areas. At present, the topo-

graphy on subducting slabs is usually inferred from earthquake

locations and focal mechanisms and the interface between

plates may not be constrained directly.

Stacking seismic signals is sometimes used in order to

identify converted seismic phases but the methods described in

this paper do not require such large data sets before constraints

may be placed on the depth of structural interfaces. Data sets

large enough for stacking may be re-interpreted to determine

topography on the converting interfaces at higher resolution if

the conversions are considered individually. The limit is the size

of the Fresnel zone of the converted phase at the interface.

6 CONCLUS IONS

The combination of polarization filtering and automatic

picking is a powerful method of processing multiphase data

sets. The dramatic increase in converted phase yield makes

it particularly suited to probing any region containing an

interface between two units of contrasting seismic impedance.

If the data set is to be used in a subsequent inversion of

the traveltime residuals, the required picking windows will be

calculated anyway. Automatic multiphase picking can therefore

be regarded as an integral part of the inverse procedure.
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